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Assessment Criterirt Scale Comntents
Introduction is lvell written, brief,
interesting, and compelling. It
motivates the r,vork and provides a
clear statement of the examined
issue. It presents and overview of
the thesis.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deticient

The introductory part is fairly well
written; it explains the author's
reason for the choice oftopic and
gives a clear survey of the whole
work.

2. The thesis shows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the
subject matter through the
background/review of literature.
The author presents information
from a varieý of quality electronic
and print sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the
thesis or problern. Primary sources
are included (if appropriate).

Outstancling
Very good
Acceptable
Somervhat deficient
Very deficient

The presentation ofthe theory has
been limited mainly to two sources
and it brings only a sort of survey of
sounds and basic concepts. In my
opinion, the author should have also
worked witir some other sources
dealing with predictable mistakes
made by leamers of English in
general. Thus the analysis is basecl
only on the author's own estimates
and not supported by the linguistic
literature.

3. The author carefr"rlly analyzed the
information collected and drer,v
appropriate and inventive
conclusions supportecl by evidence.-
Ideas are richly sr-rpported r,vith

accurate details that develop the
main point. The author's voice is
evident.

Outstancling
Very gootl
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

Formally, the analysis is fairly well
organized, stating the research
questions cleariy and describing the
methods and tools of the research at

its beginning. The full versions of
the texts are provided together with
the IPA transcription. The analysis
is simple, but unified in the
approach. I woulcl appreciate a
richer commentary on each
respondent' s irerformance.

4. The thesis displays critical thinking
and avoids simplistic description or
sulnmary of information.

Outstanding
Very goocl
Acceptable
Somer,vhat deficient
Very deficient

The thesis seems to be to a ceftain
extent rather superficial and
simplistic, bLrt still acceptable.

5. Conclusion effectively restates the
argurnent. It summarizes the main
findirrgs and ťollor,vs logically řom
the analysis presented.

Oirtstancling
Very good
Acceptable
Sornelvhat deficienl

The statement included in the
Conclusion that "the tl-resis provides
comprehensive overview of
mistakes in pronunciation that are



Very cleficient

could not have covered the whole
area. Instead she should have
aclmitted the limitation of her
research, which is rnainly based on
her personal experience.

made by Czechnativeť appears to
be rather exaggerated as thó author

6. T]re text ;. o.guni'"a ;r' u togi"ď
manner. It florvs naturally ancl is
easy to follow. Transitions.
sumrnaries and conclusiolls exisr as
appropriate. The author uses
standard spelling, grammar, and
punctuation.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

coherent, it often lacks in
summaries, oťwhich the most
serious problern ís tlre missing
summarizing commentary at the encl
of the Analysis chapter. The lack in
coherence is obvious rhrough the
r,vhole work, not only on the

The text 
"ould 

hau" b""n *o*

boundarv of ch
Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somer,vhat deficient
Very cleficient

Tbesgleittffi
showed certain abíliry in
organization of the text, but in terms
of the content it seems rather
superficial. Also, the language is
concentrated on limited personal
vocabLrlary and often lacks in

8. Therhesis..ffi
requirements (formatting, chapters,
length, division into seciion., 

"t".;.'References are cired properly rvithin
tne text and a colnplete rel.erence
trst rs provided.

Or-rtstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very cleficient

The qua1iý ďtňth"s'' 
""n 

b.
considered average with no higher
ambitions, but still acceptable.-

The language use is precise. The
student makes proficient use of
language in a way that is
appropriate for the discipline and/or
genre in which the student is
writing.
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